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Abstract

Traditional emergency management studies have made resource allocation decisions to1

serve the current emergency without knowing which future emergency will be occurring.2

Different ordered combinations of emergencies result in different performance outcomes.3

Even though future events can be anticipated, previous studies follow an assumption that4

events over a time interval are independent. This study follows an assumption that events5

are interdependent because speed reduction and rubbernecking due to an initial incident6

provoke secondary incidents on freeways and the resource availability depends on service7

times of each request. The misconception that secondary incidents are not common has8

resulted in overlooking a look-ahead concept. This study is the pioneer in relaxing the9

structural assumptions of independency during the assignment of servers and approaching10

the challenge from an operational perspective, online optimization. The main objective is11

to minimize the time needed to respond to a sequence of requests. We introduce online12

dispatching strategies with visualization applied in different network sizes, number of13

requests, and service times to provide insights on model behavior and solution quality. The14

experimental evidence indicates that the algorithm works well in practice. We envision a15

new era in which an optimal resource allocation adapts to external events effectively and16

anticipates the future learning from the past to produce effective solutions.17

Keywords: Emergency response, Online optimization, Nearest neighbor algorithm, Work18

function algorithm, Service time, Secondary incidents19
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1. Introduction

Efficient emergency preparedness and response can greatly reduce fatalities and injuries. The20

benefits engendered and challenges posed by the resilience and vulnerability concept for dis-21

ruption has grown considerably in recent years (Reggiani et al., 2015). Even a small failure22

in a node or link can produce high connective reliability and large negative socio-economic23

impacts (Taylor and Susilawati, 2012). We need an efficient algorithm for responders to24

arrive at a series of emergency scenes as soon as possible. However, most state-wide emer-25

gency management agencies depend on their own experiences to make response decisions26

because they lack the equipment to coordinate emergency resources in the network and an27

archived database of time-dependent information on the arrival and clearance emergency28

events. Emergency dispatchers are encouraged to take advantage of new technologies such29

as cell phone applications and global positioning systems (Robinson and Khattak, 2011).30

An ambulance is a typical emergency vehicle that transports sick or injured people to31

the hospital. Another type of emergency vehicle on an urban freeway is for clearing traffic32

incidents from a scene. For more reasons than providing urgent medical care to a patient,33

the prompt arrival of a freeway emergency vehicle is critical. Most of all, freeway emergency34

vehicles carry vehicle relocation equipment, chainsaws, clearing equipment, and warning35

devices to remove incident-involved vehicles from the roadway. For example, they carry36

programmable message boards that protect police, responders, investigators, and patients,37

to provide instructions to motorists approaching from upstream, and help emergency respon-38

ders clear the scene safely with less conflict. The general goal is to minimize the response39

time to the scene by any vehicle. However, police units that had been dispatched earlier40

need to wait until a freeway emergency vehicle arrives to start the clearing process. The41

response of the freeway emergency vehicle has an impact on the efficiency of the clearance42

operation, the savings of travel delay, and the excessive fuel consumption of hundreds of43

road users.44

To serve a current emergency request, dispatchers could make a better decision if they45

knew which request would occur in the future. One might assign a vehicle near the expected46

location of an emergency (Daneshgar et al., 2013; Gendreau et al., 2001). These conventional47

models assume that a given number of independent events occur over a certain time interval48

at expected locations. However, that expected location might have an emergency request49

after requests at other locations. In reality, we have different orders in which the emergencies50

occur, and dispatching action is processed at a time before the next emergency occurs. It51

is unreasonable to assume that different emergency orders share the same solution. Non-52
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uniformly distributed requests on a transportation network are more likely to have different53

request orders that lead to different solutions. Ignoring the sequence might miss a critical54

location and prepare for a completely wrong location. Major shortcomings become obvious55

when they are not able to meet the standard service requests by the Emergency Medical56

Services Act of 1973 (Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979).57

The property explained above motivates us to see this problem from a different per-58

spective, that is, online optimization (Albers, 2003). In this study, we receive a sequence59

of emergency calls and perform an immediate action in response to each request, without60

having the entire information of future. The online dispatching model computes a solution61

one-by-one in an online fashion, while minimizing the overall response time of emergency62

vehicles. The flexible dispatching model uses real-time updated information to consider re-63

assigning an emergency response vehicle to a new emergency if the vehicle has not arrived64

at the previous one yet. Our model minimizes the response time to the next request while65

making it as close to the optimal response as possible. Without knowing everything about66

the future, the online algorithm may turn out not to be optimal, but we also consider the67

quality of decision that is compared against an adversary on a worst-case input.68

In our dispatching problem, some independent emergencies occur at unpredictable loca-69

tions at unpredictable times. However, it is unrealistic to assume that we know absolutely70

nothing about the distribution of the emergency sequence and server availability. Some in-71

terdependent emergencies on freeway networks (i.e., primary-secondary incidents by Khattak72

et al. (2009); Vlahogianni et al. (2010); Imprialou et al. (2014); Park and Haghani (2016a);73

Yang et al. (2013, 2014b,a)) make the system stochastic through a sequence of incidents.74

The emergency system evolves from one time-stage to another in such a way that chance ele-75

ments are involved in progressing from one state to the next. The service time for the current76

request may change the server availability for the future request. Our practical online model77

has a look-ahead contingent on past emergencies in making the current decision of which78

vehicle to assign under future available emergency vehicles. We characterize uncertainty of79

future emergencies conditioned on the information of currently available emergencies with80

the following accomplishments:81

• An online dispatching policy is introduced to minimize the time needed to respond to a82

sequence of emergency requests.83

• The partial probability distribution of secondary incidents and duration of each incident84

are used in calculating network dependency, conditioned on past and current emergency85

and real-time traffic information.86
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• The lookahead online algorithm is compared with other dispatching policies in a case87

study with visualization and in different network-wide event distributions.88

• The lookahead-online dispatching is extended to consider server availability and general-89

ized in different network sizes, number of requests, and serving times to provide insights90

on model behavior and solution quality.91

In Section 2, the limitation of previous studies presents the urgent need for a new ap-92

proach. Online dispatching strategies with lookahead are introduced in Section 3, compared93

to benchmarks in Section 4, applied to a case study in Section 5, and highlighted in an ex-94

tensive scenario analysis in Section 6. The look-ahead model is further extended to consider95

the server availability and a performance testing is conducted in Section 7. Conclusion and96

future researches are discussed in Section 8.97

2. Literature review

Decades of emergency resource allocation studies are categorized in Table 8. Previous studies98

have focused on numbers, locations, types, and capacities of ambulances and stations. Most99

studies were based on set covering models that minimize and position the facilities needed100

to cover all points of demand (Toregas et al., 1971; Church and Revelle, 1974). For example,101

a double standard coverage model sought a location to maximize the population covered102

within a prescribed time (Gendreau et al., 1997; Doerner et al., 2005; Laporte et al., 2009;103

Su et al., 2015), and an explicit formulation was proposed to consider unavailable resources104

(Daskin, 1983).105

Probabilistic and stochastic formulations overcame the limitations of deterministic mod-106

els (Beraldi and Bruni, 2009). P -Median models involved the location of facilities to min-107

imize the total weighted distance of serving all demand (Hakimi, 1964; Mirchandani and108

Odoni, 1979; Revelle and Hogan, 1989). P -Center models were equivalent to covering a109

given area in the plane having p-identical circles where facilities are located at the centers110

of these circles (Hakimi, 1964; Suzuki and Drezner, 1996). An upper bound was imposed on111

the probability that a call on a demand point does not receive immediate service (Ball and112

Lin, 1993). Incorporating a busy probability, queuing-based models considered customers113

waiting for service in congested systems (Larson, 1974). A spatial queuing model considered114

spatial and temporal demand characteristics such as the probability that a server is not115

available when required (Geroliminis et al., 2009).116

In the server-coverage problem, server relocation is needed (Nair and Miller-Hooks, 2009;117

Rajagopalan et al., 2008). In a dynamic setting, the ambulance location problem has been118
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treated as the maximum expected coverage location problem with time-variant travel times119

and changing fleet sizes (Schmid and Doerner, 2010). Dynamic relocation models pre-120

computed solutions in anticipation of events in the future stages (Gendreau et al., 2001;121

Maxwell et al., 2010, 2014; Jagtenberg et al., 2015). Markov decision processes to dynam-122

ically relocate service units were used in early works (Berman, 1981a,b) and extended in123

later works (Andersson and Varbrand, 2006; Alanis et al., 2013; Zhang, 2010).124

Various simulation tools were used to analyze the cost-effectiveness of emergency ambu-125

lance services (Savas, 1969). A hypercube queuing model was used to incorporate theoretical126

queuing theory results in a simulation for the problem of dispatching police patrol cars (Lar-127

son, 1974) and deploying ambulances (Brandeau, 1986).128

<Here Table 1: Ambulance versus freeway emergency service studies>129

The coverage problem has a wide variety of applications in the real world, for example,130

in disaster logistics (Altay and Green, 2006). The vehicle routing problem has been widely131

used in disaster logistics (Akbari and Salman, 2017; Rivera et al., 2016)132

Relatively few ambulance-dispatching studies considered the uncertainty in response133

times (Daskin and Haghani, 1984) or available real-time information (Haghani et al., 2004;134

Daneshgar et al., 2013). Most dispatching studies addressed the problem of where and when135

ambulances should be located. Yang et al. (2005) considered online dispatching and re-136

routing to minimize the response time. Integrated relocation and dispatching decisions have137

been proposed (Gendreau et al., 2001; Toro-Díaz et al., 2013). Previous adaptive routing138

algorithms (Gao and Chabini, 2006; Gao et al., 2010) are based on realized link travel time,139

the current time, and travelers’ choices in stochastic, time-dependent networks, but their140

vehicle allocation decision assumed that each assigned vehicle would follow a shortest-path141

algorithm to the destination.142

In a previous study, a prescribed time frame was set to cause the smallest preparedness143

degradation (Andersson and Värbrand, 2007). Offline dispatching algorithms were used144

(Yue et al., 2012) as an upper bound on the possible performance of the relocation model.145

Approximate dynamic programming (ADP) was used to sovle the dynamic ambulance re-146

location and dispatching problem (Jagtenberg et al., 2015; Schmid, 2012). Single-period147

emergency service allocation models (Yin, 2006, 2008) and more recently a multi-period148

model (Park et al., 2016b) have been developed. Yin (2006, 2008) used an assumption that149

the closest emergency vehicle would be dispatched to an incident in the future stage to make150

a location decision in the current stage. Park et al. (2016b) proposed a stochastic solution151

to this problem by characterizing uncertainty using probability distributions.152

In ADP, a distribution of all future incident occurrences is assumed to be known. For153
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example, incidents occur in a Poisson manner with known rates (Mirchandani and Odoni,154

1979). However, freeway emergencies are not all independent, and cannot be assumed to be155

known, because predicting the duration of a future predicted incident requires a prediction of156

the network traffic condition (Park et al., 2016a). Emergency allocation without considering157

incident duration is myopic. Approximating this predicted information will greatly reduce158

the accuracy of the solution. The selection of scenarios in an approximation model requires159

data that may not be readily available, and the selection may fail to capture important160

real-world emergency scenarios on the freeway. Compared to relocation decisions that can161

be made once servers finish their job, dispatching decisions must be made online, in highly162

limited time, to save lives.163

In this study, we capture the configuration of dispatching from the past sequence to164

lookahead in short time stages, to be as close to the best solution as possible (i.e., fairly165

fast), rather than approximating the far future. In comparison, one of the most frequently166

used methods, the Poisson model (Daneshgar et al., 2013), is used with the objective of167

minimizing expected response times.168

To make a sequence of decisions under unexpected events, online algorithms have been169

extensively studied (Albers, 2003). However, the often-used criterion of no-information170

about the future is too pessimistic: it does not utilize the knowledge available through171

computational strategies. More importantly, it does not represent the “true model” of how172

decisions influence payoffs. In the dispatching problem, unlike the scheduling problem, we173

have to make good, irrevocable decisions along the way. Following the Highway Capacity174

Manual has caused the total delay caused by secondary incidents to be underestimated175

(Park and Haghani, 2016b). The misconception that secondary incidents are not common176

has resulted in overlooking a look-ahead concept.177

Unlike previous studies, we consider the stochastic nature of events, their durations, the178

busy time of emergency vehicles, and historic traffic characteristics. In a rolling horizon,179

we make new decisions based on updated distributions every time a request arrives. We180

focus on the online dispatching decision, but relocation decisions can be made in parallel181

(e.g., multistage stochastic optimization by Park et al. (2016b)), though the trade-off be-182

tween dispatching and relocation is left for future research. The next section presents how183

dispatching the closest idle vehicle to an emergency is not always optimal.184

3. Online Optimization with Lookahead

The following assumptions and example will illustrate the general concept of an online,185

dynamic optimization model that can be implemented in real-time.186
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3.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the development of the model:187

1. This study deals with a type of emergency vehicle on the freeway. e.g., CHART188

(Coordinated Highways Action Response Teams). The emergency vehicles are equipped with189

a basic first-aid kit. Transporting patients to nearby hospitals is mostly done by ambulances.190

We focus on major emergencies handled by well-equipped CHART vehicles, which rapidly191

remove incident-involved vehicles from travel lanes. Major incidents are unlikely to occur192

concurrently over a short time period. For minor incidents, different types and a fewer193

number of emergency vehicles can provide gas, tire changes, and jump-starts. Based on the194

incident data used in this study, clearing an emergency takes an average of 19.8 minutes,195

and a minor incident takes 1.9 minutes.196

2. We focus on freeway emergencies in symmetric metrical-task-systems (Bansal et al.,197

2010). Each link of the network is assumed to have a fixed speed equivalent to 70% of the198

free-flow speed because most parts of the United States and Canada enforce the move over199

laws that require motorists to move to the farthest roadside and wait until the emergency200

vehicle has passed the vicinity. We consider freeway networks that have enough space on201

the right lane/shoulder that the remaining lanes are less likely to be influenced by severe202

traffic congestion, yet emergency vehicles will expect delays while other traveling vehicles203

become aware of and yield to them.204

3. The future emergency response, based on available emergency vehicles and the prob-205

ability of each emergency occurring, conditionally depends on the current traffic and emer-206

gency condition. With sufficiently many ambulances, at least one ambulance is idle whenever207

an incident occurs.208

4. Compared to ambulances staying at depots or hospitals, freeway emergency vehicles209

stay near exits. Exits are nodes, the potential location of an emergency request.210

3.2. Problem Statement

Most of the freeway operations are not based on a decision model but on the experience of a211

dispatcher who knows the position and status of all resources (e.g., vehicle and manpower)212

available. He or she usually picks the closest emergency vehicle. The model proposed in213

this study considers the existing dependencies between incidents at different freeway exits,214

presented in Figure 1.215

<Here Figure 1: The existing interdependency structure (percentage) between primary216

incidents (vertical line) and secondary incidents (horizontal line) at different locations on217

freeways>218
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The k-server problem was first posed (Manasse et al., 1990) as a special case of the online219

metrical task systems. Let G = (V,E, d) be a complete graph, where V is a set of vertices220

on which incident may occur and E = {x, y|x, y ∈ V } is a set of edges. To serve a request221

at y, a corresponding algorithm moves a server to y. When the algorithm moves a server222

from a location x to y, it incurs a cost (µ : E → G) equal to travel time between x and y223

in G. Our objective is to find the minimum non-negative cost function satisfying reflexivity224

and the triangle inequality.225

µ(x, y) > 0(x ̸= y), µ(x, y) = 0(x = y)

µ(x, z) ≤ µ(x, y) + µ(y, z)
(1)

Figure 2 illustrates how the online algorithm works on the k-server problem. Emergency226

vehicles (k-mobile servers) residing at some vertices of the graph move from point-to-point227

in the network (metric service). The algorithm receives a sequence of emergency requests,228

each a point in the metric space.229

Consider a 2-server problem on three points x, y, and z. A total of n (=5) incidents are230

predicted during a fixed time-period. An emergency request arrives for the point z followed231

by a series of requests alternating between the points x and y (σ = rz, rx, ry, rx, ry). An232

online algorithm first decides which of the two servers to move to z. The initial server233

locations are x and z, therefore there is no cost to serve the first request.234

<Here Figure 2: The k-server problem.>235

236

A potential algorithm is the nearest-neighbor (greedy) algorithm, popular in many237

previous vehicle dispatching strategies. It minimizes the immediate cost of moving a vehicle238

to an emergency request, but is not optimal. In the above scenario, greedy would assign239

one of its two vehicles at z., then serve all future requests by moving the remaining vehicle240

back and forth between x and y. In other words, even when there is only one candidate241

emergency request on the network, greedy may fail to serve this request within a reasonable242

response time (e.g., when an online server is far away).243

On the other hand, an optimal offline algorithm (opt) would move the server from z to244

x or y after the first request is served. Then it is easy to demonstrate that greedy does245

poorly (Cost=8) compared to opt (Cost=4).246

3.3. Model Framework

Figure 3 shows a framework of a real-time dispatching system to assist in the assignment of247

emergency vehicles during morning operations. Unlike traditional approaches, emergency248
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vehicles will not return to their permanent or temporary stations; they wait at their last249

stop until they receive the next order from the dispatcher.250

In this study, we incorporated the reassignment strategy (Yang et al., 2005) in the on-251

line framework with updated real-time information. If another emergency occurs before252

the previous emergency vehicle arrives at the destination, we re-run the model with shifted253

sequences and choose a better solution. As a previous study suggested for real-time dispatch-254

ing operations (Haghani et al., 2004), the proposed model is applied when the Q dispatched255

vehicle arrives faster than the next call Q + 1. However, rarely, there is a case when the256

next call Q+1 arrives before the Q dispatched vehicle arrives (Haghani et al., 2004). In this257

case, the Q dispatching vehicle could be rerouted to Q+ 1, and another dispatching vehicle258

close to Q may respond to minimize total cost. The real-time traffic information is updated259

when a new request arrives, so shortest-path finding is re-calculated.260

There can be various relocation strategies depending on an agency’s capabilities (Park261

et al., 2016b). One strategy could be running the relocation and dispatching models in262

parallel. If there is no relocation for Q request, the feasibility of the relocation between263

Q + 1 and Q + 2 requests can be tested. Another strategy could be a periodic relocation264

of emergency vehicles to optimal locations. Without consideration of sequence, though,265

unnecessary relocation may cause more delay, as presented in a case study in Section 5.1.266

Therefore, frequently relocating vehicles is not required. This paper focuses on the online267

dispatching with lookahead and a busy server. The estimated probability of a secondary268

incident is used to look into the future. We present an integration of dispatching and269

relocation, the complexity of which is addressed using an efficient solution search algorithm270

to achieve a real-time implementation.271

As Mirchandani and Odoni (1979) assumed, an incident is served by the optimal available272

unit. If all units are unavailable, or a severe emergency needs extra personnel, a unit from273

outside the system (e.g., depot backup) can be dispatched.274

<Here Figure 3: Real-time emergency dispatching framework.>275

276

3.4. Work Function Algorithm with Look-ahead

The problem solved by this study differs from the traditional ambulance problem in three277

ways. First, in the k-server problem, requests do not overlap in time. Second, servers await278

their next move at the location of their last request, whereas ambulances return to their279

home base. Third, there is no response time threshold in the k-server problem.280

We evaluate both past and near-future events in a limited horizon to make a current281
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dispatching decision in a reasonable time. In contrast to offline approaches, online dispatch-282

ing algorithms face limited computational time, thus often capture only a limited horizon,283

neglecting late-future events. In a freeway dispatching problem, the randomness of the order284

of requests causes difficulty in accurately predicting far future events. Due to the compu-285

tational burden, we have found no ADP-based ambulance studies implemented with future286

incident predicted. The curse of dimensionality occurs in approximating the future per-287

formance value because of the estimation of the incident distribution process derived from288

predicted travel time and predicted incident duration from the current incident clearance289

process.290

Most ambulance providers, as well as researchers, have focused on minimizing the frac-291

tion of arrivals later than a certain threshold time. The purpose of prioritizing patients is292

to increase patient survival probabilities. However, the fraction of late arrivals policy signif-293

icantly increases the average response time of emergency vehicles (Jagtenberg et al. (2015)294

presented 37% for this problem instance). The main idea is to allow increased response295

times for the non-urgent patients, such that shorter response times can be realized for the296

urgent patients.297

In contrast, the increases in average response time of freeway emergency vehicles will298

impose significant delays on road users. Some response vehicles are designated only for emer-299

gencies and wait until the next request arrives after finishing their job. For non-emergencies300

(e.g., disabled vehicles), vehicles are dispatched from their depot. We focus on responding301

to emergencies by dispatching emergency vehicles from one emergency location to another.302

greedy performs poorly because it is too conservative: it fails to capture a particular303

region of the network with a lot of requests (non-uniform). It would be profitable to move304

more vehicles nearer to this region. We propose Work Function Algorithm (wfa) to remedy305

the forgetfulness of greedy by taking the past request points into account while determining306

the next assignment. This will help the model find a solution as close to opt as possible.307

Furthermore, we improve the wfa by taking future information into account. We propose308

lookahead wfa (L-wfa) to find a server which satisfies:309

s = argmin
s

(wt(s) + u(st, s) + E(s, st+2))

s.t. s ∈ C, C = {dst ≤ δ}
(2)

310

The first and second term constitute wfa. Looking at the sequence until now, we de-311

termine the configuration that the algorithm would be in after servicing the sequence. Let312
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σ = r1, r2, . . . , rt be an emergency request sequence. To serve the emergency request rt with313

the lowest cost, the work function wt(s) is defined for each set s, called a configuration.314

The value wt(s) is the optimal cost of switching possible locations of an emergency vehicle315

starting from s0, serving in turn, r1, r2, . . . , rt, and ending up in s. Let u(st, s) be the re-316

sponse time of an emergency vehicle from st to s at time t+1. The objective is to calculate317

the minimum of the sum of wt(s) and u(st, s). wfa computes the solution incrementally by318

generalizing dynamic programming.319

The first part of the sum minimized by wfa is the total response time to arrive at config-320

uration s, and the second part is the simple greedy decision where the goal is to minimize the321

response time between stages. For example, with two available emergency vehicles, we have322

the sum wt(s1) + u(st, s1) for the first emergency vehicle, which is, essentially, the result323

obtained by using the first emergency vehicle. For the second emergency vehicle, we have324

sum wt(s2)+u(st, s2), and the emergency vehicle with the lower sum is chosen. The idea of325

wfa is that even if u(st, s1) ≤ u(st, s2), that is, say if the first emergency vehicle is closer,326

wt(s1) might be much larger than wt(s2). If s1 requires more work than the configuration327

s2, the second emergency vehicle is chosen.328

The third part is a short-term future lookahead with expected response time. The329

expected value is estimated by Pωuω. The particular class of incident distributions contains330

the conditional probability PrD,π,ω(x = τ |σ) of a secondary incident at location τ occurring331

after incident sequence σ, incident severity π, and environmental and traffic information ω.332

The class contains the conditional probability of incidents PrD,π,ω(x ̸= τ |σ) at locations333

other than τ . Under two visions V (∆α) and V (∆β), we choose the one with the better334

solution.335

Note that the constraint enforces only available server s ∈ C, when the duration of the336

current server configuration dst is less than the interval of emergency occurrences δ. There337

is an expected duration of an incident D(π, ω, x = τ |σ) at location τ occurring after incident338

sequence σ, incident severity π, and environmental and traffic information ω. If an incident339

duration is longer than δ, the emergency vehicle will be busy serving the previous emergency340

at i, therefore cannot be dispatched in the next stage. In this study, the incident duration341

model (Park et al., 2016a) and the secondary incident model (Park and Haghani, 2016a) are342

used to predict the status of the configuration in the next stage. To support the proposed343

model, the characteristics of the distribution of correlation between incidents is presented344

based on historical data and real-time updates.345

Most of the operation centers on freeways have allocation strategies independent from346

other centers. For example, the traffic operation center 4 (TOC-4) is in charge of freeway347
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I-695 in Maryland. The TOC-7 for I-495 in the south doesn’t allocate their resources to348

I-695 when TOC-4 has an unavailable unit. Therefore, we focus on controlling one corridor.349

Future research can propose coordinated efforts between different TOCs when their patrol350

boundaries overlap. However, this is not the case in this study.351
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4. Strategic Benchmarking

We apply the proposed online algorithm on 51 miles of I-695/MD-695, where emergencies352

occur with high frequency. An average of eight incidents per day occurred during the353

weekday morning peak-hour (5:30-9:00AM) between October 2012 and September 2013.354

Secondary incidents, within the temporal and spatial impact of primary incidents, occurred355

once every two days. At the detection of an incident, we use updated real-time traffic356

information in predicting the likelihood of secondary incidents (Park and Haghani, 2016a)357

at potential locations of freeways. For the incident location, we use the probe vehicles’358

travel speed information, provided by the Center for Advanced Transportation Technology359

Laboratory at the University of Maryland. In this study, the algorithms, written in C++,360

compute the solution of each request within 10 seconds.361

We introduce other strategies that can be applied to online dispatching on a transporta-362

tion network and evaluate their performance.363

4.1. Reference Strategies

The proposed online dispatching strategy is compared with two heuristics. Using a com-364

petitive analysis, we compare an adversary model to the proposed model to highlight the365

importance of incident dependencies. Two additional models are compared to wfa to high-366

light the importance of the past configuration to be close to optimal. wfa is also compared367

to the proposed lookahead model to highlight the importance of the future information.368

4.1.1. Adversary Strategy

We modify the concept of “fraction of late arrival” (Jagtenberg et al., 2015) by modifying369

a diffuse adversary (Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou, 2000). The adversary model chooses370

the input distribution D that are later than threshold response time among a given class371

D ∈ ∆ of probability distributions.372

V (∆) = min
A

max
D∈∆

{
ED

[
wfa(σ)

]
ED

[
opt(σ)

]} (3)

where the expectations are taken over all incident sequences weighted with the respective373

probability according to the probability distribution D. Instead of choosing a worst possible374

input, the adversary picks a distribution D so that the expected performance of the algorithm375

and the online optimum algorithm are as far apart as possible.376
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4.1.2. Greedy Strategy

As demonstrated in Figure 2, greedy is a well-known heuristic. It finds the nearest emer-377

gency vehicle to each request and moves it while ignoring history. However, in the long378

term, greedy may not benefit from strategically placed emergency vehicles close to later379

requests.380

4.1.3. Balance Strategy

Manasse et al. (1990) considered both distance and history in the balance algorithm (balance)381

for the k-server problem. For each server, balance maintains the total distance it has moved382

since the start of the incident sequence. The next incident is not covered yet, then balance383

moves any vehicle that would have the smallest cumulative cost after moving. As indicated384

by its name, balance tends to use all of its servers equally.385

4.2. Evaluation Method

Let Calg(σ) be the total cost incurred by alg on σ, and Copt(σ) be the minimum total cost386

on σ. We design an online algorithm that never does much worse than the optimal offline387

solution. An online algorithm alg is c-competitive if its performance is estimated to be only388

a bounded number of times worse than that of opt on any input with another constant a389

such that on every σ it holds:390

Calg(σ) ≤ c× Copt(σ) + a (4)

Suppose that the adversary generates a total of n requests. We can apply this concept391

to Figure 2: greedy(σ) ≥ µ(y, z)+ (n− 1)×µ(x, y) and opt(σ) ≤ µ(x, y)+2×µ(y, z). As392

n can be made arbitrarily large, greedy(σ) is unbounded. Hence, there are no constants393

c and a such that greedy(I) ≤ c × Copt(I) + a on a sequence I, and so greedy is not394

competitive.395
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5. Network Application of the Lookahead Model and a Case Study

The proposed dispatching strategies are applied in a real network to present dependency396

between emergencies and to test whether the algorithm performs well in practice. These397

models can be generalized across a range of transportation networks with properly trained398

and scaled model transitions. The over-fitting challenges come from predicting future event399

probabilities and service time. The scale of the model needs to be adjusted based on the400

available emergency vehicles, size of the network, service times, and interval between emer-401

gencies, and different dispatching policies will need to be implemented.402

Since the lookhead model depends on future emergency occurrences, the prediction error403

from the heterogeneity of the incident data and service time may decrease the credibil-404

ity of the optimal decisions for dispatching emergency vehicles. Due to the low sample405

size, estimating these parameters for reasonable identification and prediction are challeng-406

ing (Khattak et al., 2009, 2012). For the current paper, both predictions for secondary407

incidents and service time (Park and Haghani, 2016a; Park et al., 2018b; Park and Haghani,408

2016a; Park et al., 2018b, 2016a) based on spatio-temporal identification method (Park and409

Haghani, 2016c) have presented a reliable performance. In future studies, discount reward410

factors and cost for future stages can be considered (Park et al., 2018a).411

This section focuses on a case study on a corridor. The case study tests the proposed412

algorithms using the spatial distribution of dependency (Park et al., 2018b). The corridor413

level is extended to a network level in Section 7.414

5.1. Case study

In this section, a real-world freeway operation is illustrated on three cases: 1) a moderate415

case where wfa behaves the same as opt and outperforms the current operation strategy,416

2) an extreme case where wfa behaves closer to opt than other benchmark models do, and417

3) improvement of the lookahead model.418

Emergency operations during the morning peak-hour on June 3rd, 2013 are analyzed (Fig-419

ure 4). The eleven incidents were non-uniformly distributed, therefore different sequences of420

incidents would present different response times. Five CHART units were patrolling between421

minor incidents and emergencies. In Figure 4, the line after each incident symbol indicates422

the clearance time and red-shaded cells indicate a traffic-congested location.423

<Here Figure 4: One-day example of emergency operation in the real-world (June 3th,424

2013).>425

426
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Table 2 compares the current emergency strategy and the proposed decision supporting427

system based on wfa. It is challenging for the current operation to make a decision be-428

forehand without all future information. Even though there were four units without any429

concurrent emergency nearby, the response time ranges between 1 min and 18 min for emer-430

gencies (total 45 min). After clearing request 6, CHART unit # 9405 was relocated in431

response to a patrolling plan or an anticipated future event. However, that anticipated432

incident was far away from emergency request 9, and unit # 9405 spent 18 min to come433

back and serve request 9. If unit # 9405 had stayed at exit 18 after finishing the previous434

request, its response could have been much quicker.435

<Here Table 2: Performance of Current Strategy and Proposed Model (June 3th, 2013)>436

In this real-world network, wfa identifies the same unit to respond as opt, which makes437

an assignment based on knowledge of the entire sequence of requests. It turns out that438

the solution of the previous step can provide a very good approximation for the next step.439

Events that require an emergency response can range from a minor incident that does not440

have a direct impact on the travel lane, to a major emergency that involves fatalities or441

hazardous material spills. The latter type of event may require faster response because they442

have a profound impact on the operation of the surrounding transportation network. In443

our proposed model, three units serve emergencies, and two units serve minor incidents,444

respectively. This research uses a fewer units, while wfa provides a prompt response with445

33% quicker response than current operations. If emergency 2 occurred at 5:30AM before446

unit # 9405 arrives at request 1, we swap the order to consider the assignment of two vehicles447

(unit # 9405 and # 9400). This example presents the importance of incident sequence on448

assignment decisions.449

On the same network, Figure 5 presents a visualization of the algorithms on a more ex-450

treme sequence of emergencies. Table 3 shows how other decisions would influence the per-451

formance, as each request arrives. The goal is to explain the experimental results intuitively452

in terms of the actual decisions made by the algorithms and to provide insights on their453

differences in behavior and solution quality. Suppose that the initial location of emergency454

vehicles is s0 = (11, 20, 31), and sequence of emergency requests is σ = (13, 25, 32, 27, 34, 31).455

The solutions (i.e., response times) obtained by four algorithms are 30 min (opt), 60 min456

(greedy), 55 min (balance), and 53 min (wfa) respectively. After the second request,457

algorithms began to have different performance. First, opt serves the second request at exit458

25 by vehicle 2, while other three algorithms serve the same request by vehicle 3. Conse-459

quently, vehicle 3 takes 14 min to serve the third request from exit 25 (Figure 5(b)), instead460

of taking just 3 min to serve the same request from exit 31 (Figure 5(a)). Another conse-461
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quence of decisions from the past is that opt serves the fourth request at exit 27 by vehicle 2462

that was at exit 25 after serving the second request, which was significantly quicker (Figure463

5(c)). In Figure 5(d), greedy serves the fourth request at exit 27 by vehicle 3 that was the464

nearest neighbor. However, Figure 5(f) shows that greedy was myopic because balance465

and wfa can serve the fifth request with much shorter response time (3 min). Figure 5(h)466

shows balance serves the last request at exit 31 by vehicle 2 that is a little farther away467

than vehicle 3, to equally use responses. Note that wfa made the same decisions as opt468

(Figure 5(c), 5(e), 5(g)), after fourth request s4 = (13, 27, 32, 27).469

<Here Figure 5: An illustration of response behavior of online dispatching strategies.>470

471

<Here Table 3: Optimal Strategies for Six Sequence of Emergencies (I-695 Sample Sce-472

nario)>473

474
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Partial knowledge of the future enhances the performance of the model. Different be-475

havior is observed when opt serves the second request without knowing the next sequence476

of emergencies (Table 4). A blind opt serves the second request by vehicle 3 (11 min) faster477

than serving by vehicle 2 (12 min). As discussed in Table 3, this decision turned out to478

be poor when the third request arrives. The consequence of this decision would have been479

even worse if the third request had arrived before the clearance of the second request. This480

delayed service by vehicle 3 causes the third emergency request to block the traffic flow481

longer without a proper incident management tool.482

<Here Table 4: Optimal Strategies without Knowing the Future Sequence of Emergen-483

cies>484

485

Because of the dynamic nature of emergencies, there are abrupt changes in the patterns486

of the request sequences. Conventional approaches (Daneshgar et al., 2013; Mirchandani and487

Odoni, 1979) that assume independent arrival times cannot justify the order of emergency488

requests and may result in extremely poor performance because they do not adapt to these489

pattern changes. Rather than emergencies being independent, an emergency may have490

an impact on the next one, causing a secondary incident (Khattak et al., 2012; Park and491

Haghani, 2016a). We look ahead at the potential location of the next requests. We can492

predict the future based on the sequence of emergencies already observed. For example,493

Figure 6 presents the modification of the proposed wfa with look-ahead.494

<Here Figure 6: An illustration of look-ahead for modification of the model.>495

496

We can modify the original decision of wfa based on some knowledge of the future to497

serve the second request by vehicle 2 (Figure 6(a)). After this improvement, lookahead-498

wfa works the same as opt (Figure 6(b)). Even though we face the third request before499

clearance of the second request, the third request is served without any external delay.500

Previous studies assumed that travel time and busy time of emergency vehicles are known501

in advance. However, in this study, this information is updated real-time.502

We implement the lookahead-wfa with the sequence of emergency requests: σ = (13, 25, x, , , ).503

We make a decision to serve a request under the best decisions to minimize the expected re-504

sponse time of the third request with the information of the next emergency location x(σ =505

exit 25 ). Let PrD,π,ω(x = τ |σ) be the probability distribution of a secondary incident506

occurring at x after an emergency at exit 25 (i.g., π: collision with injuries, three involved507

vehicles, and two lanes blocked, ω: near an interchange area with severe traffic congestion).508

Suppose the average of PrD,π,ω(x = τ |σ) with τ = exit 32 is estimated to be 0.3, then509
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there is a 30% chance of secondary incident at exit 32 under the circumstance. We will510

have other locations with the probability of secondary incidents. It could greatly improve511

the performance of incident management especially when there is a significant likelihood of512

secondary incidents on the transportation networks.513

6. Scenario Analysis of the Lookahead Model

Dispatching strategies are tested and compared in various scenarios in a real trans-514

portation network. The response time and competitive ratio of proposed model (L-wfa)515

is compared to the adversary model that is modified in look-ahead dispatching setting. As516

other studies assumed (Schmid, 2012), time-dependent temporal and spatial distribution517

of request arrivals (i.e. for their interarrival times and their corresponding location) are518

assumed to be available. However, the duration of time during which ambulance vehicles519

are assumed to be unavailable in the previous study (Schmid, 2012). On the contrary, an520

emergency vehicle is assumed to have a unique value associated with traffic condition and521

other factors (Park and Haghani, 2016a; Park et al., 2016a). The expected incident duration522

is used in estimating the availability of an emergency vehicle in the next stage. The available523

number of emergency vehicles are altered between two and three. As explained by Equation524

2, when the expected clearance time of the current incident is higher than the expected time525

until the next incident, the emergency vehicle will be busy serving the previous request,526

thus we have only two vehicles to choose from.527

Table 5 presents the response time on various hypothetical networks generated based528

on different network sizes. The resulting average response time can be decreased to 4.1529

minutes, which corresponds to a decrease of 15% on average with respect to the benchmarks.530

Compared to ambulance allocation studies, the characteristic of freeway emergency response531

forces the network size not to be very large. Most of the results of the proposed model and532

benchmarks were within 60 seconds. This is a reasonable computational time considering533

that a dispatching solution should be quickly made.534

Incidents on I-695 are grouped within 1.9-miles or 1.3-miles to generate a total of 17535

nodes or 34 nodes respectively. From the total 1,981 incidents (e.g., disabled vehicles,536

crashes, etc.,) that occurred between October 2012 and September 2013 (261 weekdays)537

during morning peak hours (i.e., 6:30-9AM), major emergencies (crashes) are selected. An538

average of 6 emergencies (6 stages) occurred in each 150-minutes, following a distribution.539

Note that the Poisson distribution (Daneshgar et al., 2013; Mirchandani and Odoni, 1979),540

applied to ambulance studies, cannot represent the dependency of emergencies on a freeway541
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network. In this study, the probability distribution of interarrival times was estimated to542

have parameter λt, which depends on the current time of the day t, with a global mean of543

25 minutes.544

<Here Table 5: Performance of proposed models with three emergency vehicles>545

546

547

Each location has an expected incident duration as a sum of response time and clearance548

time. For example, exit 5 has an average clearance time of 23.6 min as an input to the L-549

wfa. The average incident duration during the study period is 24.03 min with a coefficient550

of variation 0.47. The variation is evidence of non-uniformly distributed incident locations551

and responses operation of the network. The difference majorly comes from traffic conditions552

and the geometric features of the freeway; most of incident duration studies assume that the553

data follow log-normal distribution. In this study, the expected duration of an incident is554

predicted every time there is a request, and used by the model to estimate server availability.555

For each segment of the freeway, probe vehicles provide historical travel time data. The556

incident and probe vehicle data are provided by the Regional Integrated Transportation557

Information System.558

Each stage has a history of crash locations and their expected probabilities. We assume559

that the random spatial sequence with a historical incident for each location at each time560

interval. An approximate random number generator was used to generate a sequence of561

requests. Among all possible scenarios, 1000 random scenarios were sampled for 34 nodes562

and 500 scenarios were sampled for 17 nodes. We explore a uniform and non-uniform563

distribution of emergency requests. In the uniform distribution, the probability of incidents564

in each location is evenly distributed, while in the non-uniform distribution, some locations565

have more frequent requests. Traffic conditions and the geometric features of the freeway566

make non-uniform distribution more representative of actual freeway incident occurrences.567

The TOC4 currently operates 5 emergency vehicles in the morning peak hour. We use568

3 emergency vehicles for emergency response, assuming the other 2 back up will respond to569

minor incidents that are more frequent than crashes. we assume that only vehicles currently570

idle are available for dispatch. After responding to 6 emergency requests, emergency vehicles571

can be relocated to optimal locations using the previously proposed models. In this study,572

we focus on dispatching policy before relocation occurs. The initial location of emergency573

vehicles follows the current practice.574

Our problem setting is a real-time rolling horizon. The probabilities of secondary crashes575

and incident durations are sequentially updated along with traffic condition in real-time. Af-576
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ter an occurrence of an emergency, the updated traffic condition and characteristic of the577

emergency are used in calculating the future probability of emergencies and server availabil-578

ity.579

The results of extensive tests are given in Table 5. The proposed L-wfa outperforms580

benchmark policies for different network densities and emergency distributions. The L-wfa581

solution, which minimizes the average response time, performs better than adversary,582

which minimizes the fraction of late arrivals. adversary assumes that all crashes are583

independent and distributes the probability of secondary crashes to the probability of inde-584

pendent crashes at other locations. A drawback of adversary was presented (Jagtenberg585

et al., 2015): it increases the average response time (up to 37 %) as the main purpose of586

dispatching ambulances is to save lives. As shown in the study (Jagtenberg et al., 2015),587

the fraction of late arrivals focusing on the worst-case would not lead to large improvements588

over greedy.589

Without the consideration of potential secondary crashes, as in L-wfa, the naïve policies590

in greedy and wfa dispatch emergency vehicles far away from the next expected request.591

A secondary incident is more likely to occur if the primary incident has a long duration592

(Khattak et al., 2012). This means that when a secondary incident occurs, it is more likely593

that the previous emergency vehicle is busy serving the primary incident. This redistribution594

of probability will have a discrepancy compared to the real-world cases, and eventually595

increases the response time to potential secondary crash locations. L-wfa also responds to596

independent crashes, but with less probability that has been allocated to secondary crash597

probabilities.598

When taking into account the state of the system (i.e. the situation from the incident599

clearance point of view and the number of available emergency vehicles, as well as time-600

dependent fluctuations in emergencies, travel time and the resulting changes in coverage)601

one can improve the system’s performance dramatically by using L-wfa. In a non-uniform602

distributed network, L-wfa and wfa outperform greedy more than they do in a uniform603

distributed network. This is because wfa has the benefit of learning historical behaviors604

by taking into account the configuration of past requests. wfa is closer to opt because605

of history, expected incident duration, and the assumption of dependency. L-wfa has the606

most benefit in a denser network with more nodes in the network by having more accurate607

response time with the same frequency of emergencies.608

In extreme scenarios, there are locations with more frequent crashes and more secondary609

crashes. The difference in the probability of different locations is larger when we consider610

the dependency in the network. By predicting the available servers in the next stage, we can611
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frequently avoid inefficient dispatching decisions. L-wfa model makes a decision by using all612

emergency vehicles all the time. By following L-wfa, when an emergency vehicle is busy from613

the previous work, the next request may need to wait until the expected emergency vehicle614

becomes available. greedy will significantly increase the response time in the current and615

future time stages. Therefore, a single incident rate, assuming no dependency between two616

incidents (Daneshgar et al., 2013) cannot successfully dispatch appropriate units. This is in617

line with a previous study (Schmid, 2012) where a poor decision for the current emergency618

request had a bad impact on the system’s ability to serve future requests.619

Table 6 presents the competitiveness of the algorithms as the ratio between the cost620

incurred by the corresponding algorithm and the optimal cost incurred by opt. The ef-621

fectiveness of an online algorithm is measured by its competitive ratio, which defines the622

worst-case ratio between its cost and that of a hypothetical off-line algorithm.623

<Here Table 6: Competitive ratio of proposed model and benchmarks for the non-624

uniform distributed network with 34 nodes>625

626

627

628

The trade-off between the worst-case and average response time would provide good629

information. adversary with four emergency vehicles (1.48) have 5% reduction in worst-630

case response time compared to L-wfa (1.54). adversary increases the average response631

time by 18% compared to L-wfa. In reality, L-wfa will be preferable to the transportation632

authority because it provides an accurate dispatching solution with the minimum response633

time. adversary would be preferred by an ambulance dispatcher to maximize the pa-634

tient survivability. As fewer vehicles are available, L-wfa outperforms compared to other635

benchmark algorithms. On typical request sequence, L-wfa performs well with a small636

competitive ratio and its behavior can never be too catastrophic.637

7. Server Availability and Network Performance

The service time of each request is further considered in addition to the lookaehad638

model (L-wfa). Because an emergency vehicle can be busy serving a previous request, a639

grid-network Lookahead Busy-server wfa (LB-wfa) is developed and tested. This paper640

integrates a busy-server into the lookahead, applying a shortest path algorithm (Haghani641

et al., 2004) to emergency dispatching considering the traffic congestion of the network.642

In this section, LB-wfa is explained with a description, an example, and a performance643

evaluation.644
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7.1. LB-wfa algorithm

In Algorithm 1, L-wfa uses the summation of previous configurations to predict the645

location of the next request. L-wfa creates a “cost” at every point, excluding the server’s646

location, and finds every possible configuration by moving one server to every point in space647

at a time. It then calculates the cost of that movement, resulting in a permutation of648

configurations. The configurations have a work cost associated with the distance, and the649

best configuration is chosen to respond to the current and next requests.650
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<Here algorithm 1: L-wfa>651

L-wfa with k−1 servers, in Algorithm 2, prevents a server from moving after responding652

to a request at a location when the expected service time is longer than the interval between653

requests. In Algorithm 2, the responding server is moved to a temporary variable and654

removed from the configuration. It is captured, and will be available after the expected655

service time has elapsed. Another server from the remaining k − 1 servers will respond to656

the next request. The process is repeated until s-requests are completed.657

<Here algorithm 2: L-wfa with k − 1 servers>658

A previous k − 1 server algorithm by Wolfgang W. Bein and Noga (2005) presented659

that once a server moves to serve a request, it must wait for one round to move again, but660

could serve a repeated request to the same point. In our paper, we add a lookahead scheme661

to develop two-dimensional capture points (e.g., longitude and latitude) that differentiate662

location-specific incident duration (Park et al., 2016a) via historical occurrences, geographic663

conditions, and responses to emergencies.664

L-wfa with k− 1 server capture-points, in Algorithm 3, captures a server that responds665

to a request at a certain location, each capture point having a timer that controls when the666

server becomes available. Similar to Algorithm 2, the captured server is released when the667

capture-point’s timer elapses.668

<Here algorithm 3:L-wfa with k − 1 server capture points>669

The swap module generates a list of ordered permutations by moving one server and670

removing one of the elements, giving a possible configuration for the server to move to the671

request. The server moves from point-to-point until it has reached the request location and672

then compares each permutation to find the minimum distance and cost to move the server.673

The program begins by setting the parameters for grid points, the distance between674

each point, and the initial location of each server. A request is sent to the server module675

as a point in space (e.g., request #1 is at location (0,0)). The request location is sent676

to the configuration distance module, which finds the minimum bipartite matching-distance677

between the configurations by index. The server module then finds all possible configurations678

by moving one server at a time to the request and also finds the cost of moving that server679

point-to-point. Then LB-wfa is used to find the best configuration for a server to attend680

to the request.681

The user can define the grid size (n× n), number of servers (k), number of requests (s),682

and number of capture points (p). Figure 7(a) shows the location of servers, capture points,683

and a request. Figure 7(b) presents the best configuration, in this case the server at the684

bottom-center responds to the request while the other servers wait for the next request.685
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<Here Figure 7: An example of a server(large dot) moving to a request(small dot) in686

a network with capture points(mid dot).>687

688

We test LB-wfa with various examples in a grid network with different settings. Let689

(xi, xf ) be the initial and final x-grid components, (yi, yf ) be the initial and final y-grid690

components, nx, ny be the number of points along the x-axis and y-axis, and xi, yi be the691

iteration variables. The grid-points are generated by692

grid points =

nx∑
xi=0

ny∑
yi=0

(xf − xs) ∗ xi

(nx − 1)
,
(yf − ys) ∗ yi

(ny − 1)
(5)

For illustrative example, we set parameters to be nx = 3, ny = 3, xs = 0, xf = 1, ys =693

yf = 1 . The program scales the grid to a 1 × 1 grid, and the Euclidean distance to each694

point in space is calculated.695

Step 1 can adapt to a proper scale by changing the setting for the grid as follows:696

• Set xf = 10 and yf = 10, or the number you set for n697

• Set the axis for the draw configuration and request ax.axis([−0.1, n+ .1,−0.1, n+ .1])698

For a current request (Figure 8(a)), considering the scenario when a server is captured699

(Figure 8(b)), with the next request (Figure 8(c)), and next response (Figure 8(d)), LB-wfa700

makes a decision as shown in the supplemental video file attached with this paper.701

<Here Figure 8: An example of a server(large dot) at a capture point(mid dot) mov-702

ing to a request(small dot).>703

704

We assume that any cell with an expected request frequency greater than once per 15705

minutes will capture a server. Table 7 presents the CPU time (sec), total cost, and total706

capture time for different numbers of servers k ∈ K = {2, 3, 4, 5}, sizes of the network n×n ∈707

N = {5, 10}, capture cells p ∈ P = {5, 15}, and sequences of requests s ∈ S = {5, 10, 15}.708

In 10 × 10 network with more than 4 servers, the computation time takes longer than one709

minute. In a future study, a parallel computing strategy can be used to distribute the710

processing among multiple cores to increase throughput and reduce latency. We extended711

the open-source wfa code (https://github.com/adfriedm/WorkFunctionAlgorithm) for712

image and video illustration by incorporating predictive incident information, serving time,713

and the availablity as capture points.714

<Here Table 7: Competitive ratio of proposed model and benchmarks for the non-715

uniform distributed network with 34 nodes>716
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719

8. Conclusion and Future Research Directions

In this paper, a resource allocation decision for the current emergency has to be made before720

the next occurs. Due to the belief that emergencies on a transportation network may occur at721

unpredictable locations and times, deciding which emergency vehicle to dispatch is inherently722

an online problem. Requests arrive one-by-one, and a sequence of dispatch decisions has723

to be made without perfect knowledge about future incidents. The proposed algorithm724

based on dynamic programming presents better performance than current benchmarks. It725

identifies the best unit to respond in the real-world operation, and its performance is close726

to the optimal offline solution. We enhance the solution with a look-ahead to the next stage727

request.728

In the future, we may decide to assign more than one vehicle to reduce expected clearance729

time. Reducing clearance time is also important, because the time to serve an incident is730

relatively large compared to the time to approach (respond to) the incident (Larson, 1974).731

The introduced k-server problem has many applications in network modeling when we732

have a sequence of requests served by k-servers. For example, the k-server problem can733

be reduced to computing the minimal-cost maximal flow on a suitable constructed network734

(Chrobak and Larmore, 1991). A better competitive ratio can persuade dispatchers to use735

our algorithm. The proposed algorithm can be improved to accommodate asymmetry of736

emergency response service systems on arterial networks. However, the complexity of the737

model will increase, and the network will not have an advantage of using metric space.738
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Table 1: Ambulance versus freeway emergency service studies

Emergency Location and relocation problem Dispatching problem

Ambulance 1. Static
(1) Set covering

• Toregas et al. (1971)
• Church and Revelle (1974)

(2) Double coverage
• Gendreau et al. (1997)
• Doerner et al. (2005)
• Laporte et al. (2009)
• Su et al. (2015)

(3) Explicit busy function
• Daskin (1983)

2. Probabilistic, stochastic
(1) P-Median, center

• Beraldi and Bruni (2009)
• Hakimi (1964)
• Mirchandani and Odoni (1979)
• Revelle and Hogan (1989)
• Suzuki and Drezner (1996)
• Ball and Lin (1993)

(2) Queuing model

• Larson (1974)
• Geroliminis et al. (2009)

3. Multi-period, dynamic
(1) Coverage

• Nair and Miller-Hooks (2009)
• Rajagopalan et al. (2008)

(2) Anticipatory

• Schmid and Doerner (2010)
• Gendreau et al. (2001)
• Maxwell et al. (2010)
• Maxwell et al. (2014)
• Jagtenberg et al. (2015)

(3) Markov

• Berman (1981a,b)
• Andersson and Varbrand (2006)
• Alanis et al. (2013)
• Zhang (2010)

1. Offline, static
• Daskin and Haghani (1984)
• Daneshgar et al. (2013)
• Yue et al. (2012)
• Gendreau et al. (2001)
• Toro-Díaz et al. (2013)
• Andersson and Värbrand (2007)

2. Online, dynamic
• Haghani et al. (2004)
• Yang et al. (2005)
• Schmid and Doerner (2010)
• Jagtenberg et al. (2015)
• Schmid (2012)

Disaster Covering, routing

logistics Altay and Green (2006); Akbari and Salman (2017); Rivera et al. (2016)

Freeway
service
vehicle

Single-period, stochastic
• Yin (2006, 2008)

Multi-period, stochastic
• Park et al. (2016b)

Online, anticipatory, busy server
• Current paper
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Table 2: Performance of the Current Strategy and Proposed Model (June 3th, 2013)

Requests Inputs Current operation Proposed model opt = wfa
Vehicle Response time (min) Vehicle Response time (min)

Emergency
Request ID (Detect) 4 Units - 3 Units -

1 (5:30AM) # 9405* 1 # 9405 1
2 (5:53AM) # 9400* 5 # 9400 5
3 (6:19AM) # 9503 5 # 9503 5
4 (6:45AM) # 9405* 3 # 9405 3
7 (7:38AM) # 9401 13 # 9403 8
9 (8:00AM) # 9405* 18 # 9503 12

Total - 45 - 34

Minor Incident
Request ID (Detect) 3 Units - 2 Units -

5 (6:59AM) # 9439 1 # 9439 1
6 (7:31AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 1
8 (7:45AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 1
10 (8:18AM) # 9400* 1 # 9401 2
11 (8:39AM) # 9405* 1 # 9439 5

Total 5 10
1. Asterisks * indicate vehicles that served both emergencies and minor incidents.

2. Bold font indicates decrease and increase in response time with the proposed model.
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Table 3: Optimal Strategies for Six Sequence of Emergencies (I-695 Sample Scenario)

Emergency

Original Sequence of emergencies

Totallocation 1 2 3 4 5 6

Exit No. Exit 13 Exit 25 Exit 32 Exit 27 Exit 34 Exit 31

OPT

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min

Vehicle 2 20 20 25 25 27 27 27 14 min

Vehicle 3 31 31 31 32 32 34 31 12 min

Cost - 4 min 12 min 3 min 2 min 3 min 6 min 30 min

GREEDY

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min

Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 min

Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 27 34 31 56 min

Cost - 4 min 11 min 14 min 11 min 14 min 6 min 60 min

BALANCE

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min

Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 27 27 31 23 min

Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 32 34 34 28 min

Cost - 4 min 11 min 14 min 15 min 3 min 8 min 55 min

WFA

Vehicle 1 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 4 min

Vehicle 2 20 20 20 20 27 27 27 15 min

Vehicle 3 31 31 25 32 32 34 31 34 min

Cost - 4 min 11 min 14 min 15 min 3 min 6 min 53 min

Bold texts indicate the decision of which vehicle was assigned to serve current emergency request.
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Table 4: Optimal Strategies without Knowing the Future Sequence of Emergencies

Emergency Original Sequence of emergencies
Total costresponse location 1 2

Exit No. Exit 13 Exit 25
OPT
Vehicle 1 11 13 13 4 min
Vehicle 2 20 20 20 -
Vehicle 3 31 31 25 11 min
Cost - 4 min 11 min 15 min

Bold texts indicate the decision of which vehicle was assigned to serve the current emergency request.
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Table 5: Performance of proposed models with three emergency vehicles

Network size Distribution Proposed model Response time (min)
Average Min Max

Node 17

Uniform

L-wfa 4.7 1.3 10.2
wfa 5.0 1.3 13.8
greedy 5.4 1.4 13.4
adversary 4.9 1.6 9.4

Non-uniform

L-wfa 4.6 1.6 10.8
wfa 4.9 1.6 14.5
greedy 5.6 1.6 13.9
adversary 4.8 1.8 9.7

Node 34

Uniform

L-wfa 4.1 0.7 9.8
wfa 4.9 0.7 13.3
greedy 5.3 0.7 13.1
adversary 4.8 0.8 9.0

Non-uniform

L-wfa 4.2 0.8 10.8
wfa 4.8 0.8 14.5
greedy 5.6 0.8 13.8
adversary 4.7 0.9 9.3
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Table 6: Competitive ratio of proposed model and benchmarks for non-uniform distributed network with 34
nodes

Competitive Ratio Number of available emergency vehicles
2 Vehicles 3 Vehicles 4 Vehicles

CL−wfa/Copt 1.97 1.73 1.54
Cwfa/Copt 2.13 1.98 1.77
Cgreedy/Copt 2.98 2.79 2.37
Cadversary/Copt 1.89 1.61 1.48
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Table 7: Performance test of LB-wfa on different number of servers (k ∈ K), grids (n ∈ N), capture cells
(p ∈ P ), and requests (s ∈ S)

K N P S CPU (sec) Total Cost Total Capture Time (min)

2

5

5
5 0.0066 2.0607 0
10 0.0098 4.9152 45
15 0.0121 8.2256 135

15
5 0.0068 2.5049 0
10 0.0104 4.8520 105
15 0.0142 7.2258 60

10

5
5 0.0321 7.1516 0
10 0.0529 11.8504 30
15 0.0604 28.1336 105

15
5 0.0302 9.4416 0
10 0.0504 24.8224 45
15 0.0562 25.4788 150

3

5

5
5 0.0778 2.8585 15
10 0.0949 3.2806 75
15 0.2134 5.5728 60

15
5 0.0240 1.9977 90
10 0.1279 3.1787 90
15 0.1417 5.6579 120

10

5
5 2.0585 5.2856 0
10 4.5378 5.3496 0
15 5.3629 22.1316 0

15
5 2.5618 3.3208 0
10 3.5711 12.4256 30
15 4.5538 29.9375 90

4

5

5
5 0.7528 1.5590 30
10 1.0403 4.6787 165
15 2.3741 4.9247 135

15
5 0.8774 1.6626 120
10 1.0604 4.4732 165
15 1.6911 6.1197 105

10

5
5 77.7051 5.2172 15
10 209.7021 9.552 0
15 287.5486 16.4492 0

15
5 93.7232 5.6152 15
10 223.1725 10,2276 0
15 166.0152 17.6052 180

5

5

5
5 6.4233 1.2071 30
10 16.1900 3.3730 15
15 29.0373 4.6197 0

15
5 2.7582 1.4126 120
10 5.0684 3.2104 195
15 12.0859 4.2071 210

10

5
5 5049.2531 5.0484 0
10 9261.1224 12.1364 0
15 10853.4539 15.8408 45

15
5 1756.1586 4.2156 45
10 6534.3758 10.5792 30
15 8264.8500 16.3176 75
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Algorithm 1 L-wfa
/Step 1: Initialization/
Initialize the parameter of the algorithm ;
set the values for k,s,n;
calculate the euclidean distance between the points and set that as the space_pts;
generate the grid and the space in points space_pts = gen_grid(n);
generate the sequence of requests;
generate the initial configuration (servers should be in different locations from each other);
/Step 2: L-wfa/
set the parameters (space points, ecludian distance, initial configuration);
look-up index of requests points pt_idx = space_pts.index(pt);
expand work_cost array if full;
get a list of all current possible configs cur_confs = confs_dict[pt_idx];
if n == 0 then

for i,conf in enumerate(cur_confs) do
calculate the work cost;
get the minimum value of the cost min_idx = work_cost[:,0].argmin();
set the best configuration best_conf = cur_confs[min_idx];

end for
else

get the list of the last iterations configurations;
generate the minimum cost path from the previous to next configs;

end if
for i,conf in enumerate(last_confs) do

find the permutation of the possible configurations by moving one server with a swap method;
for cost,perm in post_perm do

calculate the cost of the movement path_cost = work_cost[i, n− 1]+cost;
if path_cost < path_dict[conf] then

set path_dict[perm] = path_cost;
end if

end for
end for
for i,conf in enumerate(cur_confs) do

store the minimum path costs;
calculate the work function objective function obj_score = path_dict[conf] +
sum(self.__conf_dist(self.prev_conf, conf) for conf in conf );
store the request;
store chosen configuration according to the work function algorithm;

end for
return the chosen configuration;
/Step 3: Plot
for i,req in enumerate(seq) do

give the results of the next configuration next_conf = L-wfa.serve(req);
store the request for plotting;
store the configuration for plotting;

end for
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Algorithm 2 L-wfa with k − 1 servers
/Step 1: Initialization/
set the parameters for wfa ;
/Step 2: /
for i,req in enumerate(seq) do

if i!=0 then
set parameters for wfa ;

end if
if if temp!=[] and next_conf!=[] then

set the request for L-wfa next_conf = L-wfa.serve(req);
store the request and configs;
add the server that was busy back to the configuration next_conf.append(temp);
Step 3: /
while j<len(next_conf) do

if if next_conf[j]==req then
store the server into a temporary variable temp = next_conf[j]
remove the server from next_conf[j]

end if
set j → j+=1;

end while
set j → j=0;
Step 4: /
set parameters for L-wfa;

else
give the results of the next configuration next_conf = L-wfa.serve(req);
store the request for plotting;
store the configuration for plotting;

end if
if i==0 then

set j → j=0;
repeat Step 3;

end if
end for
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Algorithm 3 L-wfa with k − 1 server capture points
/Step 1: Initialization/
set the parameters for L-wfa ;
set random capture time between 1-5 with size n, pt = random(1, 5, size = n)

/Step 2: /
for i,req in enumerate(seq) do

if i!=0 then
set parameters for wfa (space_pts,d_euc,next_conf,1);
give the results of the next configuration next_conf = wfa.serve(req)
store the request for plotting
store the configuration for plotting

end if
while j<len(next_conf) do

for s in range(0,p) do

server is captured iff the request is in the same location as one of the capture points and
next_conf is not empty
if next_conf[j]==req and next_conf[j] == prison[s] and next_conf !=() then

store the server into a temporary array temp = next_conf[j]
remove that server from the configuration
get index in the grid where the prison cell is located
start the capture time for that server
break

end if
set j → j+=1;

end for
end while
set j → j=0;
for t in range of len(temp) do

if capture time = i and len(next_conf)<k then
add the server back into the next_conf next_conf.append(temp[t]])

end if
end for
if next_config is empty due to all the servers captured then

add the server that was captured the longest to next_conf
end if

end for
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EXIT 5 7 11 13 15 17 18 20 22 23 25 27 29 31 32 34 36

5 13.9 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 6.5 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 4.6 3.3 2.7 2.0 2.0 2.7 2.0 1.3 0 0 0 1.3 0 1.3 0 0 0

13 0 0 5.2 17.1 6.5 2.6 1.3 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 0

15 0 2.6 3.9 5.2 9.1 5.2 2.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17 0 0 0 0 0 10.8 4.6 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 2.9 1.0 0 0 3.8 9.5 4.8 0 0 1.9 0 0 1.9 0 0 0

20 0 2.9 0 0 0 0 1.9 1.9 2.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8 3.6 5.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 1.0 2.1 0 0 2.1 1.0 0 3.1 7.2 0 0 0 2.1 1.0 0 0 0

25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.1 2.7 2.7 0 0 0 0

27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 0 0 0 0

29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.6 7.1 0 3.6 0 0

31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 0 0

32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.8 0 2.4 4.9 19.5 0 0 0

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30.8 0 7.7 0

36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.1 0

Figure 1: The existing interdependency structure (percentage) between primary incidents (vertical line) and
secondary incidents (horizontal line) at different locations on freeways. (Park et al., 2018b)
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Figure 3: Real-time emergency dispatching framework.
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Figure 5: An illustration of response behavior of online dispatching strategies.
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Figure 6: An illustration of look-ahead for modification of the model.

(a) The current request (b) The best configuration after a response

Figure 7: An example of a server(large dot) moving to a request(small dot) in a network with capture
points(mid dot)
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(a) The current request (b) Captured server

(c) Next request (d) Response by an uncaptured server

Figure 8: An example of a server(large dot) at a capture point(mid dot) moving to a request(small dot)
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